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INTRODUCTION
Families planning for financial security need to make pro-
visions for income maintenance and large future expenditures.
Loss of income may result from unemployment. Illness, death or
retirement of the breadwinner. Large expenditures of money are
needed in the purchase of such goods and services as a home,
automobile, or college education, and to meet costs involved in
such unexpected events as accidents and major medical expenses.
Additional sources of financial disturbance for which the family
may not be able to make adequate provisions are inflation, un-
favorable market prices and other economic forces which shall not
be considered in this thesis* To meet some of the situations
which are a source of insecurity, families may purchase Insurance,
save money from current Income in anticipation of making a large
expenditure, or go into debt at the time of need and pay later.
^
Insurance is a well-established method of risk sharing based
on the principle that the event insured against is predictable for
the group, but not the individual, and that the individuals at
stated intervals are willing to contribute a sum of money that
will be sufficient in total to meet the Insured losses of the in-
dividuals and the cost of administering the program, Kyrk sug-
gested the following four general rules that families should fol-
low when planning their insurance program:
(1) TTach family should determine which risks in
its special circumstances present the most serious
hazard; (2) if insurance against these risks is
%
1
Hazel Kyrk, The Family in the American T^conomy
. pp. 174-177.
2possible, give insurance first place in its program of
provision for the future, a high priority over any ex-
tensive program of saving; (3) give insurance against
the risk or risks that would be financially most dis-
astrous first place in the insurance program; and (4)
compare types of policies with a view to securing the
maximum protection for a given outlay.
1
If families adhered to these suggestions, they would usually
Insure the husband In preference to the wife and children. And,
the amount of insurance on the husband would vary with the number
dependent on him for support.
This study is concerned with life Insurance coverage of
families and family members, A review of the results of surveys
that have been made on life Insurance ownership and on the pat-
terns of insurance coverage by family socio-economic character-
istics is first presented. Attention is then focused on esti-
mates of these patterns as revealed in a recent state-wide stirvey
of Kansas farm-operator families.
Review of Previous Studies
The methods used to obtain data for analyses of life insur-
ance purchases depend on the ultimate uses of the analyses.
Mueller described two methods: company records of policies, and
Interviews with policy holders. If the purpose of the research
is to obtain information concerning the characteristics of life
Insurance policies, company records of policies are studied. If
the purpose Is to assess socio-economic characteristics of owners,
attitudes toward life Insurance, family insurance coverage, and
* Ibid
., p. 190.
sother aspects of consumer behavior, then Interviews and question-
naires obtained from a sample survey of the population are appro-
priate.^ The second method was employed In the Kansas study which
provided the data for this thesis.
There has been a limited number of surveys made specifically
to determine the personal, financial, and family characteristics
of life insurance holders. Surveys to be reviewed here are those
of farm-operator families in Ohlo,^ Oklahoma,^ and Vermont,^ and
of urban families in Ohio^ and Connecticut.® A probability random
sample of the United States was made in 1955 for the Institute of
Life Insurance.''' In addition to these specific studies of insur-
ance, questions about Insurance have been included in other sur-
veys made in connection with financial security, social security
or related financial matters. In the early 1950' s prior to the
introduction of the Social Security Act Amendment to include farm
n
Eve Mueller, "Sample Surveys as a Tool for Life Insurance
Research," Proceedings of the Business and Economic Statistics
Section, American Statistical Association, 1957, p, 42S.
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Simon Dinitz, Insurance Consumption Patterns, Part II,
pp. 1-14.
D. B. Jeffrey and C, D. Maynard, Life Insurance for Farm-
ers, Oklahoma State University Extension Service, Circular E-679,
pp. 14-19,
Robert Sinclair, Insuranc e Purchases of Vermont Families ,
Vermont Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin 615.
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Dinitz, og., cit ,. Part I, pp. 1-24.
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Institute of Life Insurance, The Life Insurance Public .
families, various state agricultural experiment stations co-
operated with the United States Department of Agriculture in sur-
veys of the provisions rural families had made for economic
security in old age, their retirement plans and their attitudes
toward extension of Old-Age and Survivors Insurance program.
The cooperating states were Wisconsin,^ Connecticut, Texas,
^
and Kentucky.^ In anticipation of a large state-wide survey of
Kansas farm families, Correll conducted, in 1954, a pilot study
similar to those just reported. In it she included questions
concerning life insurance coverage of family members.
These studies will be described briefly as to method, and
then the major results obtained from them will be reviewed and
summarized*
Description of Surveys , The Survey Research Center of the
University of Michigan conducted for the Institute of Life Insur-
ance a national survey of life insurance ownership. Over 4,000
families representing 13,000 individuals were Interviewed in 1955,
William Sewell et al
,
, Farmers Conceptions and Plans for
Economic Security in Old Ape , Wisconsin Agricultural Experiment
Station, Research Bulletin 182,
2 Walter McKain et al_, , Old A^e Retirement in Rural
Connecticut , Storrs Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin 299.
3
William Adkins and Joe Motheral, The Farmer Looks at His
Economic Security , Texas Agricultural Experiment Station, Bul-
letin 774.
4 Robert Galloway, Farmers ' Plans for Economic Security in
Old Age, Kentucky Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin 626.
5
Myrtle Correll, Provisions for Retirement and Financial
Security by 60 Kansas Farm Families 1954 . Report of Progress 22,
Agriculture Experiment Station, Kansas State College.
The methods employed In this survey conformed to standard survey
practices employed by the Survey Research Center.-^ The objectives
of the national survey were to determine the number of Individuals
in the United States who had life insurance, th© number of policy-
holders Insured with legal reserve life companies, and the number
insured in other companies; to study relationships between life
Insurance and certain demographic and economic factors; and, to
discover people's attitudes toward life insurance.
A survey of new policyholders was made by Northwestern
Mutual Life Insurance Company in 1957, The objectives were to
determine the socio-economic and insurance characteristics of the
buyer, and to obtain other information that would be of value in
promoting the life insurance business.^
The Research Department of Nationwide Insurance Companies of
Col\imbus, Ohio sponsored four studies of insvirance consumption
patterns. These four studies were combined in a report by Dinitz,
under whose general direction the studies were conducted. Two of
the studies focused on the Nationwide policyholders who lived in
the urban areas of New Haven, Connecticut and Columbus, Ohio,
Data were obtained by means of personal interviews and by exam-
ining the Insurance policies held by most of the individuals.
Analyses were made of the amoiint and kinds of insurance protection
in relation to income, age, education and occupation of the
Institute of Life Insurance, op , clt,
, p, 58.
2
Ibid,, p, 4,
The Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance Company, The People
Who Buy Our Policies . —
breadwinner. The Nationwide Insurance Companies also sponsored
studies of life Insurance ownership In rural areas of Vermont and
Ohio. In the Vermont study, directed by Robert 0. Sinclair,
families were divided Into five strata based on the number of
animal iinlts in the farming operation, A random sample within
each stratum was used to select the 220 farmers interviewed. The
results of this survey are Included in the report by Dinitz, and
also are reported in greater detail by Sinclair as a Vermont
Agricultural Experiment Station publication^ and as a doctoral
thesis.^ A fourth study reported by Dinitz and sponsored by
Nationwide Insurance Companies was a rural Ohio survey which uti-
lized a mall questionnaire technique. Of the 1500 questionnaires
mailed to the Advisory Council Leaders of the Ohio Family Portim
Groups, 445 usable questionnaires were returned. The respondents
were not interviewed and their Insurance coverage was not
checked.^ Thus, a variety of methods and techniques were employed
by the Nationwide Studies.
Beginning in 1951 there was a series of studies by state
agricultural experiment stations in cooperation with the United
States Department of Agriculture which focused on economic se-
curity. These studies included information on life insurance
n
^ Dinitz, 22.. clt,. Part I, pp. 1-24.
o
* Sinclair, og.. clt ., p« 4.
3 Robert 0. Sinclair, Ari Evaluation of Theories Relevant to
Insurance Purchases Through an Analysis of the Insurance Programs
of Vermont Farmers . Unpublished Ph.D. Thesis, Michigan State
University, 1958.
4
Dinitz, 0£, clt ,. Part II, pp. 1-14.
ownership of the farm operators, Sewell, Ramsey, and Ducoff re-
ported on the survey conducted in the summer of 1951, by the De-
partment of Rural Sociology of the Wisconsin Agricultural Experi-
ment Station. Interviewed were 204 farm operators from six
counties in the central sandy area in central Wisconsin, and 495
farm operators from the seven coxmties that make up the intensive
dairying area In east central Wisconsin, These two areas repre-
sented a low and a high income farm group within the state.
A parallel study was conducted that summer by the Storrs
Agricultural Experiment Station in Connecticut, Samples of two
non-metropolitan economic areas including 126 farm operators from
a dairying area, and 257 farm operators from a diversified farming
area were included.^
During the summer of 1952 a similar study was made in
Wharton County by the Texas Agricultural Experiment Station,
Interviews were conducted with 257 farm operators and 60 farm
laborers and share croppers, representing two economic classes of
farm families.^ In 1954 a sample of 204 farm operators was Inter-
viewed in Harrison County, Kentucky. These farmers represented
both intensive and extensive farming operations in the Bluegrass
4area.
I
Sewell et^ al.. , o^.. clt
. , p, 3.
2 McKain et al,, og.. cit,
, p, 7.
Adkins and Motheral, o^.. cit ,, p« 5,
Galloway, 0£. cit ., pp, 6, 7,
8Jeffrey and Maynard reported on a study of life insurance
practices of 52 farm families in Payne County, Oklahoma. This is
the county in which Oklahoma State University is located.
A study of 60 selected Kansas farm families was made by
Correll in 1954. The objectives were to determine financial
status of these families, and to observe provisions they had made
for financial security and retirement. The survey was limited to
those families with husbands 50 years and older who had cooperated
in the Farm and Home Management Association Program and had made
financial records available for research studies at least one
year during the period 1934-51.^
The 1954 Kansas survey was a pilot study for the statewide
survey xmder Kansas Agricultural Experiment Station Project
number 427, "Economic Status and Plans for Future Security of
Rtiral Families," which provided the data for this thesis. The
Kansas project was one of several contributing to the North
Central Region Project NC-32, "Financial Security of Rural
Families." Although several of the cooperating projects included
questions concerning life insurance coverage, the results of these
studies are not reported in this review of literature.
The objectives of the surveys varied as well as the methods
of collecting and analyzing the data. The series of surveys made
at the state experiment stations in cooperation with the United
Jeffrey and Maynard, op . cit ., p. 14,
2 Correll, 0£. cit ., pp. 1, 2.
9States Department of Agriculture reported on the number of farm
operators Insured and the face value of their Insurance as re-
lated to age of operators. Life insurance coverage of family
members was obtained In the Oklahoma and Kansas surveys. The
Nationwide Insurance sponsored surveys provided detailed
analyses of family and individual life insurance ownership as
related to socio-economic variables. Because of the variation
in types of analyses it is possible to present only a partial and
incomplete summary of factors related to ownership of life insur-
ance.
Results of Surveys The surveys will be summarized by
family members insured and the face value of policies as related
to age and education of husband, size of family, and other socio-
economic characteristics.
A majority of Americans were Insured in 1955. Seventy-four
percent of the adult males, 60 percent of the adult females and
53 percent of the children were insured with life companies. •'
The following reports on life insurance coverage are concerned
mainly with the individual as a member of a family rather than as
a part of the population.
Families Insured. The majority of families in the United
States insured the life of at least one of its members. The 1955
national survey revealed that 86 percent of all families owned
some form of life insurance, and that families with husband and
wife present were insured more frequently (91^) than broken
^ Institute of Life Insurance, 1956 Fact Book
, p. 14,
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families. •* Fewer spending units (79^) reported life Insurance
In the 1957 survey made for the Federal Reserve Board of Gover-
nors,^ Perhaps the difference In percentage Insured was due, in
part, to the difference between the units surveyed, the family
and the spending unit. The results of the four rural surveys In-
dicated a lower proportion of families Insured. At least 80 per-
cent of the farm families were Insured In Ohlo,^ Kansas,^ and
Vermont,^ but only 40 percent of the Oklahoma families.^
Family Members Insured, Most of the surveys were concerned
with the Insurance coverage of the main wage earner In the family.
Not all reports distinguished clearly between "breadwinner,"
"husband," "farm operator" or "head of family." Except In Kansas
and Ohio the wage earner was referred to as the farm operator in
rural surveys. Correll referred to the wage earner as the hus-
band in the Kansas survey, and Dlnltz used the title breadwinner
in his reports of the surveys made in rural Ohio and Vermont as
well as the two urban surveys. Sinclair referred to the Vermont
farmers as farm operators. Leas than 0,4 percent of the
•*• Ibid ,, p. 16,
Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, "Finan-
cial Position of the Consumer," Federal Reserve Bulletin , Aug.
1957, 43:888.
Dlnltz, op , cit ,. Part II, p. 11.
Correll, 0£, cit ,. p. 9,
^ Dlnltz, loc. cit .
g Jeffrey and Maynard, 0£. cit ., p, 14.
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breadwinners in the New Haven survey were single women. •* The
percent of women breadwinners was not given in other surveys re-
ported by Dinitz. So, in general, the breadwinner is the husband
or male head of the family.
The husbands were more frequently insured than their wives
or children in all surveys that reported the family members in-
sured. The 1955 national survey estimated that 88 percent of the
husbands and 66 percent of the wives in the husband-wife families
were insured, and one-half of the families had insurance on
another family member. Among insured husband-wife families, the
proportion insuring the husband was even higher (97^) as was the
proportion insuring the wives (735^) and other members of the
family (55?^).^
Correll reported that among the Kansas insured families, 98
percent of the husbands and 57 percent of the wives were insured.
Almost 40 percent of the families with children insured at least
one child.
The families in the urban surveys insured their family mem-
bers more frequently than rural families. Husbands were insured
in 94 percent of the families in New Haven and Columbus surveys.*
The percent of husbands insured in the rural surveys ranged from
Dinitz, 0£» olt«. Part I, p. 1.
* Institute of Life Insurance, The Life Insurance Public ,
p. 33.
^ Correll, 0£. cit ., p, 10.
4
Dinitz, 22^. cit .. Part I, p. 3.
'^
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38 percent of the Oklahoma farm operators^ to 86 percent of the
breadwinners in rural Ohio.^ The percent of insured husbands in
^
the two areas surveyed in Wisconsin varied from about one half of
the farm operators in the low-income area to two thirds in the
higher-income area.^ a stimmary has been prepared to assist the
reader, and is presented in Table 1.
•
Table 1. Husbands and wives insured by area surveyed.*
Survey area !
'Farm operator,
:
! breadwinner :
! or husband : Wife
I Percent insured^
Rural
Oklahoma 38 30
Wisconsin, Economic area 5 49 NA
Kentucky 63 NA
Wisconsin, "Economic area 7 66 NA
Connecticut 70 NA
Vermont 75 43
Texas 82 NA
Kansas 83 48
Ohio 86 51
Urban
Columbus, Ohio 94 74
New Haven, Connecticut 94 81
National
Institute of Life Insurance Survey 88 66
See the text for specific references and limitations of data.
" NA means not available.
* Jeffrey and Maynard, 0£, cit., p. 15, Table III.
Dinltz, 22.. cit.. Part II, p. 4.
Sewell et al,, op, cit., p. 7,
M
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Wives in the urban families were also insured more frequent-
ly than the wives in rural surveys. Three fourths of the wives
in Columbus and four fifths of the wives in the New Haven surveys
were insured.^ The proportion of wives insured in the rural
areas ranged from one third of the wives in OklahomaS to over half
of the wives in Ohio.^ Less variation was observed in the per-
centage of wives insured than of insured husbands in the rural
areas (Table 1).
The national survey indicated that most of the families with
children insure their children. About 60 percent of the families
with children insured all of their children, and 35 percent in-
sure none of their children. Thus, the families tended to insure
all of their children or none.
New Haven families with children insured children In their
families more frequently (90^) than did the families in the rural
surveys.^ The percent of eligible rural families insuring chil-
dren ranged from 43 percent in Vermont to 62 percent in rural
Ohio.
6
Pace Value. The aggregate family insurance coverage varied
Dinitz, 0£. cit .. Part I, p. IS.
2
Jeffrey and Maynard, 0£, cit., p, 15, Table III.
Dinitz, op . cit . , Part II, p. 4.
4
Institute of Life Insurance, 1956 Life Insurance Fact
Book, p. 16.
g
Dinitz, 02., cit .. Part I, p. 14.
^ Ibid., Part II, p. 9.
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from an average of #4,225 among the Vermont families to |7,545
for the urban families In New Haven. ^ The average amoimt of in-
surance held by the insured rural families was lowest in Vermont,
$5,350^ and highest in Oklahoma, $9,283.'* Only four of the sur-
veys reported the average araoxint of family insiirance coverage for
all or Insured families. Average face values used in the com-
parisons of insurance coverage are the arithmetic means rather
than the medians*
The average amount of insurance on the husband tended to be
directly related to family coverage. The coverage on the husband
in Vermont whose families had the lowest family coverage was
$4,220^ while the coverage on the husband in Oklahoma whose fami-
lies had the highest coverage was |6,908.6 Kansas was the only
rural survey reporting over one third of the husbands or farm
operators with an average insiirance coverage of $5,000 or higher."
The insured New Haven breadwinners had an average insurance
coverage less than the husbands in some of the rural surveys,
while the breadwinners in Columbus averaged more coverage than
^ Ibid ., Part II, p. 11.
^ Ibid., Part I, p. 15.
^ Ibid., Part II, p. 11.
* Jeffrey and Maynard, oe., cit,, p, 16, Table IV.
c
Dlnitz, 0£. clt .. Part II, p. 5.
^ Jeffrey and Maynard, loc . clt .
7
Gorrell, og., clt ., p, 9, Table 16.
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the farm operators In the rural surveys.
Wives were insured for significantly lesser amounts than hus-
bands according to the findings in three surveys. Average face
values of the insured wives' policies were under |2000. Children
had policies averaging over |2000 per family in surveys reporting
average amounts of insurance coverage on children.
Number of Policies. Breadwinners In urban surveys had more
policies than farm operators, and husbands had more policies than
wives. Rural husbands averaged over 1,5 policies per insured
husband, and wives less than 1,5 per insured wife In Vermont and
Ohio.^ Families insuring children averaged over two policies on
children per family.^
Most of the surveys analyzed the amount and frequency of in-
surance on the husband according to the age of husband. However,
few studies other than those sponsored by the Nationwide Insurance
Companies and Institute of Life Insurance reported insurance
ownership by age and occupation of husband, family size, resi-
dence, income, net worth and for rural surveys, size of farm.
Age of Husband and Life Insurance. In general, the yoiinger
farmers were more frequently insured and were covered with more
insurance than older farmers, Sinclair reported Vermont farmers
under 40 to be the most frequently Insured group, but that oper-
ators age 40-59 had the greatest amount of insurance coverage.^
I
Dinitz, 0£. clt .. Part I, p, 4, Table 2.
^ Ibid .. Part II, pp. 4, 7,
5 Ibid
., p, 9.
* Sinclair, 0£, clt. , p, 28.
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In the urban surveys, breadwinners under 30 were more frequently
insured for amounts over #5000 than those in older age groups.
^
Since husbands were the family member most frequently and most
highly insured in all surveys, the frequency and amotint of insur-
ance held by insured families in relation to age of husband would
tend to be the same as for husbands.
Insurance coverage of the family and individual family mem-
bers was analyzed by age of husband in the Oklahoma survey. The
average amount of insurance on each insured family member as well
as the aggregate family coverage was inversely related to the age
of husband.^
Education of Husband and Life Insurance. Families whose
husbands had some college education were insured more frequently,
and the adults were insured for greater amounts than if the hus-
band had only a grade or high school education. The 1955 national
iurvey found the least frequently insured families to be those
whose husbands had only a grade-school education. Adults from
college-educated families had more coverage on an individual
family member. Families tended to concentrate the family's in-
surance coverage on the head of the family if the husband had
attended college, while families whose husbands had less education
tended to Insure all family members.*
i
^ Dinltz, 0£. cit .. Part I, p. 6 Chart A, p, 8 Chart B.
2 Jeffrey and Maynard, 0£. cit ., p. 16, Table IV.
p. 37.
Institute of Life Insurance, The Life Insurance Public ,
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Vermont farm operators with some college education were the
most frequently insured group and more frequently had insurance
coverage of $5000 or over. Operators with a grade-school educa-
tion were insured as frequently as those with a high school edu-
cation, but 98 percent had coverage of less than $5000.^ Dinitz
reported that breadwinners in New Haven and Columbus more fre-
quently had insurance coverage over $5000 if the husband had some
2
education beyond high school.
Size of Family and Life Insurance, Families consisting of
adult members did not have life insurance as frequently as fami-
lies with children under 18 years. Husbands in families with
dependent children were more frequently and highly insured than
those with no dependent children. The Institute of Life Insur-
ance reported: "Generally speaking frequency of coverage varies
directly with the degree of family responsibility."^ They found
83 percent of the families with children linder 18 had insurance
on the husband, and 77 percent of the families with no children
insured husbands,*
Only 60 percent of the Vermont families of size one or two
had insurance on the farm operator, and no operator was insured
for over $5000, Families with six or more members averaged less
insurance on the operator and he was less frequently insured
Sinclair, 02., cit ., p, 29, Table 9.
p
Dinitz, 22.. cit .. Part I, p. 6, Chart A; p. 8, Chart B,
Institute of Life Insurance, op . cit ,, p» 22.
Loc, cit.
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than in families of size three to five. Sinclair reasoned that
farmers with larger families spread the amount of money available
for insurance premiums over more family members. Thus, the hus-
band had less coverage than those in smaller families.
Size of Farm, Tenure and Life Insurance. Sinclair observed
a relationship between the size of farm operated and the amount
Of insurance on the farm operator. He stated that the correla-
tion between size of farm operated and life insurance Indicated
that life insurance "... la In part a function of Income or
Income-earning ability." Farm operators were more frequently
o
and more highly insured in the larger size farm classes. It
should be pointed out, however, that the size of farm was based
on the number of animal units, thus, size of farm might also re-
flect the net worth of the farm operator.
The effect of tenure was not revealed in the Vermont study
since 97 percent of the farmers owned their farms. Tenure showed
little relationship to amount of insurance coverage of the Texas
farmers. However, within each tenure group, operators of larger
farms had a greater amount of coverage.^
Net ^orth and Life Insurance. The proportion of farm oper-
ators with life insurance did not show a consistent pattern in
relation to net worth in the Texas and Wisconsin surveys. No re-
lationship was observed between amount of Insurance coverage and
Sinclair, 02., cit ,, pp. 29, 30.
Ibid., pp. 26, 27.
3
Adklns and Motheral, og.. cit ,, p, 12,
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net worth among the Wisconsin operators, whereas a positive re-
lationship was found among the Texas farm operators,*"
Occupation and Life Insurance. It has been observed that
\irban breadwinners were more frequently insured than the farm
operators. Farmers were the least frequently insured major oc-
cupational group. Slightly over half (52^) of the farmers were
insured in life companies. They were covered by burial, frater-
nal, and other types of private insurance more often than other
occupational groups. Farmers had insurance with lower face value
than managerial, self-employed and professional people. Dinitz
reported that white-collared workers held insurance valued at
over |5000 more frequently than blue-collared workers.^
Residence and Life Insurance. The highest percent of adults
Insured in life companies lived in cities of 50,000 and over, and
the residents in the open country were the least frequently in-
sured according to results in the national survey. However, the
adult rural insured resident had about as much insurance coverage
as urban policyholders.^
Income and Life Insurance, The family's income has been con-
sidered a factor closely associated with life insurance coverage.
Sewell et al., op . cit ., p. 7,
2
Adkins and Motheral, loc . cit .
3
Institute of Life Insurance, The Life Insurance Public,
pp. 20, 21.
4
Dinitz, 22.. cit .. Part I, p. 5,
5
Institute of Life Insurance, 0£, cit ,, pp. 26, 27,
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Dlnitz found little relationship between family income and insur-
ance in his stimmary of two rural and two urban studies. Hermalin
summarized from the national survey data that the frequency of
coverage did not vary as directly with the family income as the
amount of insurance coverage. Families with lower incomes indi-
cated a tendency to spread the insurance on all family members,
and those in higher income groups were more likely to concentrate
their insurance.
"Style of Life" and Life Insurance. Dinitz suggested social
standing or "style of life" as a variable affecting life insur-
ance purchases.
This interpretation stresses that life insurance
consumption patterns reflect the value orientations
and 'styles of life' of persons and that these value
orientations are in turn largely a function of their
socio-economic statuses or positions. This suggests
that a person's outlook and his values determine his
insurance behavior and that he holds these values
primarily by virtue of his status position in society.^
"Style of life" as described by Dinitz involves the system
of values and attitudes that make up a family's standard of
living,* The "style of life" theory was tested by using data
from the New Haven survey. Dinitz reported the method used to
classify families into upper, middle and lower strata.
1
Dinitz, 22.» cit >. Part II, p. 12.
^ Albert Hermalin, "The 1955 Survey of Life Insurance
Ownership," Proceedings of the Business and "Fconomlc Statistics
Section, American Statistical Association, 1957, p, 426,
3
Dinitz, 0£, cit .. Part I, p. 16.
Kyrk, 0£. clt .. Chapter XIX.
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The respondents were categorized in terras of their
educational attainments into three groups. The factors
of occupation, income, and aspiration as well as atti-
tude responses were successively added iintil two pure
and a somewhat heterogeneous group emerged,^
The two pure groups represented the lower upper and the lower
strata of society. The less homogeneous group was typical of the
middle stratum.
A comparison of the insurance coverages of these groups in-
dicated that the upper group had more insurance coverage, and
their individual policies were of a higher face value than lower
o
groups • **
About one fifth of the Vermont farmers were revisited to
obtain additional information on their socio-economic status as
well as their knowledge of insurance and insurance principles.
Prom the data received in this survey the social standing of the
farm families was determined and related to insurance consumption.
Sinclair foimd that income and net worth as well as consumption
of insurance increased with social participation scores.^
Summary. A review of surveys made of life insurance owner-
ship indicates that the majority of families in the United States
had insurance. Urban families and family members were more fre-
quently insured than rural residents. Rural surveys indicated
that from 40-89 percent of the farm families had at least one
family member insured.
I
Dinitz, o£, cit.. Part I, p. 19.
^ Ibid ., pp, 19-22.
Sinclair, og., cit,, p, 31.
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The husband was the family member most frequently Insured,
and the face value of his insurance was higher than other family
members. He had more policies and his policies were of a higher
average face value. The wife was less frequently insured than
the husband. The wife had fewer policies, and the policies were
of a lower average face value. The majority of families Insured
their children, and those who carried any insurance on children
tended to insure all of their children.
Younger husbands were insured more frequently and for
greater amovmts than older husbands. Families whose husbands had
some college education were insured more frequently and for great-
er amounts than families with husbands who had only a grade or
high school education. Husbands were more frequently insured if
they had dependent children. Families which tended to spread
their Insurance coverage over all family members and concentrate
less on the husband were the larger families, families whose
husband had no more than a high school education and the lower-
income families.
Neither net worth nor income showed a consistent relationship
with insurance coverage in all surveys. Size of farm was directly
related to insurance coverage, but tenure showed little relation-
ship. Farmers were insured less frequently than members of other
occupational groups.
An assessment of the relative importance of the socio-
economic variables related to life insurance is more difficult to
summarize: The urban surveys reported by Dlnltz indicated that
I
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age, education, occupation of the breadwinner and possibly income
were related to life Insurance coverage. No relationships were
observed between family size, owner-renter status, Job security
and face value of life insurance. Families with younger, better-
educated husbands with higher Job status, and to some extent
higher incomes, had more insurance coverage. Analyses of insur-
ance coverage of urban families made between two socio-economic
factors and insurance coverage indicated that education was the
most significant factor affecting the amount of insurance cover-
age, and income the least.
Dinitz stated that in rural Ohio, as in Vermont, "The amount
of formal education again proved to be the most significant single
variable."^ He continued: "In Ohio, in contrast with Vermont,
family size, age, and income were significantly related to many
Insurance variables."* These generalizations of the Vermont sur-
vey differed from Sinclair's report of the Vermont farmers. In
summarizing the results of the survey Sinclair stated:
It would appear that the life insurance purchases
of Vermont farm operators are a function of several
socio-economic variables. The more important of these
variables, at least of those measured, are income, age,
and social status. Having no significant effect are
education of the operator and number of dependents.
5
Dinitz, op , cit ,. Part I, p, 15.
^ Ibid,, Part I, p, 9.
3
Ibid .. Part II, p, 12,
* Ibid .. Part II, p. 13.
5 Sinclair, ©e., cit,., p, 31.
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Thus, age and education of husband, family size. Income
and social status have been found to be significantly related to
life insurance ownership of rural families. However, the relative
Importance of these factors varied by the area surveyed and the
study.
Objectives
The specific objectives of this study were:
1« To determine the frequency and amount of life insurance
coverage among Kansas farm-operator families and family
members by type of family.
8. To observe relationships between insurance variables and
the selected socio-economic factors: age and education
of husband, size of family, family net worth, income,
indebtedness, tenure and the degree of planning indicated
for financial support in the event of disability or
death of husband or wife.
METHOD OP PROCEDURE
Source of Data
The data were collected in a state-wide survey of Kansas
farm-operator families in 1956, and were applicable to the year
1955. The survey was a part of the Kansas Agricultural Experiment
Station Project, Organized Research Project No. 427, "Economic
Status and Plans for Future Security of Rural Parailies," a con-
tributing project to North Central Regional Research Project NC-32,
H
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"Pinanclal Security of Rural Families."
The sample was obtained by selecting at random three rural
counties in each of the ten economic areas of Kansas, as delin-
eated in the 1950 census. Within these 30 counties, three rural
townships were chosen at random. Prom the names listed in the
ooiuity assessor's record in each of the 90 selected townships,
ten names were selected by taking every nth family, beginning
with a random start* Families interviewed were farm-operator,
husband-wife families. Excluded were families broken by death
or divorce and families not engaged in farming operations.
In advance of the interview a personal letter giving the
ptirpose of the study was sent to each family. The name of the
interviewer, and the approximate dates they might expect her to
call were given, and their cooperation was requested. Completed
schedules were obtained from 527 families.
The interview was structured by an 11-page schedule in which
the data were recorded. Information on the family's composition,
its income, assets, liabilities and farm operation was obtained.
One section of the schedule included questions concerning the
provisions families had made for financial security. In this
section, families were asked who in the family was Insured, the
amount of insurance on the family member, the type of policies
held, and description of the policies held by year purchased, face
value and annual premi\im. The families were also asked the amount
of planning they had done in the event of death or disability
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of husband or wife.
Method of Analysis
The data were edited, coded, and piinched on nine IBM cards
per schedule. In addition an IBM card was made for each policy
recorded during the Interview, Data on insurance, socio-economio
factors of the family, and the extent of planning the family had
done for the event of the death or disability of husband or wife
were punched on each card. Tabulations were made from IBM coiuits
on the frequency and face value of insurance held by the families
and family members in relation to the family characteristics.
The frequency families were insured was determined by the
percent of families in a group who had a life Insurance policy on
at least one family member. Percentage of husbands and wives in-
sured was computed by the number of families In the group Insuring
these family members. Since data were not available on the number
of children in the family insured, frequency of insurance was made
on the basis of the nximber of families insuring one or more chil-
dren. Children included in the family were those who received
one half or more of their support from their parents.
All averages referred to in the following analyses are the
arithmetic mean. Average face value of Insurance was determined
A more detailed report on the selection and evaluation of
the sample, method of interview, and a copy of the schedule are
included in an unpublished report by Richard L, D, Morse, The
Economic Status and Provlgions for Financial Security of Kansas
Farm Operator Families , Department of Family Fconomics, Kansas
State University.
^^
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for all and for Insured families In the survey. Concentration of
Insurance on the husband is actually the percent that the hus-
band's insurance was of the family's total insurance.
Statistical analyses were made by using the usual contingency
Chi square tests and t testa. If the probability of rejecting a
null hypothesis was less than ,05, this was indicated with one
asterisk; if less than .01, by two asterisks; and if less than
•001, by three asterisks.
Analyses were made of insurance coverage in relation to age
and education of husband, size of family, family net worth, farm
income and total income, indebtedness, tenure, and degree of
planning. Methods used to classify the families by these factors
are presented in the discussion of the results of the analyses.
RESULTS
The frequency with which families and family members were
insured, the number of life insurance policies held, the face
value of the policies, and the percent of the family's insurance
that was concentrated on the husband are presented.
Factors considered related to life insurance ownership were:
age of husband, amoxint of formal education of husband, size of
family; amount and sources of the family's income, its net worth,
debts and tenure; and, the amount of planning done by the family
for its economic security in the event of death or disability of
the husband or wife. These factors were employed as independent
George W. Snedecor, Statistical Methods .
-i
«^
variables In analyses made of the family life Insurance coverage.
Additional analyses were made of the families Insured and the con-
centration of the family's Insurance on the husband by: age and
education of husband, age of husband and net worth, and education
of the husband and net worth.
Family Life Insurance Coverage
Seventy-one percent of the 527 feunllles Interviewed Insured
one or more members of the family. All were husband-wife families
and about two thirds had dependent children. Husband-wife fami-
lies without dependent children less frequently (55^) had life
Insurance than families with dependent children (80^). The num-
ber of families in each group, and the percent having life insur-
ance are indicated in Table 2.
Table 2. Families insured by child dependency.
Family type
All families
Number : Percent
Families with
life insurance***
Ntimber : Percent
Without dependent children 184 35 102 55
With dependent children 343 65 274 80
All families 527 100 376 71
*** Chi-square = 34.30; 1 d.f.; P< .001.
Family Members Insured. Among all 527 families, over two
thirds Insured husbands, one third insured wives, and one fourth
had insurance on children as shown in Table 3. Nearly all of the
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Table 3. Family members insured by all and insured families, and
by child dependency.
All families !
: Families with life insurance
All : Dependent children
Family member :
: Percent •
• Number : (N=527)
Percent
! (N=376)
: : Percent
: Number : (N=274)
Husband 362 69 96 264 96
Wife 197 S7 58 136 50
Children 145 28 36 145 53
Insured families had insurance on the husbands, one half Insured
wives, and more than one third had insurance on children. Since
families without dependent children would be unlikely to carry
Insurance on children, the 274 families with dependent children
were analyzed separately. The percent insuring husband and wife
remained essentially unchanged, but the percent insuring the
children increased. The presence of dependent children altered
only the proportion of families insuring children, and not the
disposition to insure either the husband or the wife. Supporting
data are presented In Table 3.
Insurance coverage of family members and combination of
family members among families with and without dependent children
Is shown in Table 4. The husband was the only member insured in
126 families, the wife in 9 families, while the children were the
only members insured in 3 families.
Families with dependent children were less likely (31^) to
insure only the husband than families without dependents (415^).
Nearly two thirds of the insured families had insured at least
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two family members.
Table 4. Insured families by family members and child dependency.
Insured families
tWith dependent : No dependent
Family member upon: children : children
whom insurance is ; (Nsg74) ! (N=102)
carried SNumber: Percent :Number: Percent
All
(N=376)
Ntimber : P ere ent
Husband only
Both husband and
wife
Husband, wife, and
one or more
children
Husband and one or
more children
Wife only
Wife and one or
more children
One or more chil-
dren only
84
39
90
31
14
33
42 41
57 56
50 18
6 8
8 1
3 1
3
126
96
90
»
50
9
8
S
34
26
24
13
8
Pace Value . The total face value of all life insurance
policies was #2,833,000. Over $2,000,000 of the insurance was on
the lives of the husbands, and the remaining |787,000 was on
wives and children. The face value of the children's policies
was $470,000 compared to $317,000 for the wives. (Table 6.)
Over one half of the families (57^) carried from $2,500 to
$10,500 of life insurance with the mode estimated to be $5,500
and the median $4,770, Over one half of the total value of
insurance was carried by the 15 percent of the families with
SI
policies totaling |10,500 or more. The mean value of insurance
per family was |7,700. Supporting data are presented in Table 5.
Table 5, Pace value of family's life insurance.
I
•
• Familie»s
Amoiint of insurance ; Number •• Percent
No information 1 ^^
Less than |l,000 7 S
#1,000 - fl,499
$1,500 - |2,500
38 10
61 16
f2,501 - $5,499$5,500 -$10,499
107 29
106 28
$10,500 and over 56 15
All 376 100
Husbands were the most frequently insured member of the
family, and the face value of their insurance averaged $5,800
among insured families and $4,100 among all families. These
alues were higher than the average policy held ($3,800) because
husbands averaged more than one policy per family. The average
face value of the children's policies was $900 among all families
and $1,200 among insured families. These values were 50 percent
higher than the average face value of the wives' policies of
$600 and $800, respectively. The face value of the life insur-
ance policies held by family members is presented in Table 6.
Number of Policies . A total of 1,095 life insurance policies
were reported by the 376 insured families. Over one half of the
policies were on the husbands, an average of 1,6 policies per in-
sured husband. Insured wives had an average of 1,1 policies, and
the families who insured children had an average of 2,1 policies
3S
Table 6, Pace value of life insurance policies held by family
members
.
..... . ..
: Pace value of life insurance policies
1
: All
: policies
Average
Family or
family member
! Per
! policy
:Per insured: All
: family : families
: (N=376) : (N=527)
Husband
Wife
Children
Family
$2,182,000
317,000
470,000
2,883,000
$3,800
1,500
1,500
$5,800 $4,100
800 600
1,200 900
7,700 5,400
on children per family. The average number of policies per in-
sured family was 2.9. These data are presented in Table 7,
Table 7, Policies held by insured family members.
Insured
: Number of
: insured
: Number of
: policies
: Policies per
: insured member
Husband
Wife
Children
362
197
145
574
217
304
1.6
1.1
2.1»
All individuals 704 1095 1.6
All families 376 1095 2.9
Average number of policies per family insuring children.
Size of Policies . Nearly 14 percent of all policies had a
face value of less than $1,000, and over one half had values less
than $1,500. Only 21 of the 1,095 policies had face values of
$10,500 or more.
The distribution of policies by face value on the Insured
family member indicates that the husbands were not only more
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frequently Insured and covered by more policies, but their poli-
cies were also of a higher face value, as shown in Table 8, Only
5 percent of the husbands held policies with face values vmder
$1,000, but over one fifth of the wives and children had policies
valued under |1,000.
Table 8. Life insurance policies by face value and family member
Insured,
Pace value
Family
member
• TjASS • • • • • •
Not : than :|1,000:$1,500:|2,500:$5,500-:|10,500: All
given ; $l,000 t -l,499 t -2,499 ; -'5,499 ; 10,499 t ie over tpolieies
Percent
Husband — 5 33 27 24 8 5 100
Wife — 25 54 14 6 0.5 0.5 100
Children 1 21 49 20 8 1 — 100
Concentration on the Husband . The concentration of the
family's insurance coverage on the life of the husband was greater
than the data heretofore presented might indicate. For each family
the face value of coverage on the husband was figured as a percent
of the total coverage for the family. The distribution is pre-
sented in Table 9, Over one third of the families insured only
the husband, and 85 percent placed one half or more of their insur-
ance on the husband.
Svimmary . Seventy-one percent of the families carried insur-
ance on one or more members. Among the insured families the hus-
band was almost always insured, and the wife and children, if
present, were insured by one half of the families.
n
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Table 9. Percent of family's Insurance on husband.
Percent of Insurance
on husband
Families with Insurance on husband
(N=362)
Niimber Percent
100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
All
126
15
27
53
47
57
18
18
12
9
362
35
4
7
9
13
16
5
5
3
2
100
The families concentrated their life insurance on the husband,
He was the family member most frequently insured. More policies
were on his life, and the face value of his policies was more than
double that for other members of the family.
Age of Husband
The families were divided into four groups according to the
age of the husband: under 40, 40-49, 50-59, 60 and over. Each
group contained from 21 to 29 percent of the 527 families. The
percent of families in each group having insurance, and the aver-
age face value of the family's insurance among the insured and all
families are shown in Table 10.
Families Insured and Face Value . Families with younger hus-
bands were more frequently insured in larger amounts than families
with older husbands. Over one half of the families In this survey
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Table 10. Families insured by age of husband.
<
! All families i
! Insured
t families***
: Pace v«
: family's
! All
: families
,: (N=527)
ilue of
insurance
Ase of husband ;•Number iPercent"! Number (Percent
: Insured
j:families
:(N=376)
Under 40
40 - 49
50 - 59
60 and over
All
137
151
111
128
527
26
29
21
24
100
111
127
77
61
376
81
84
69
48
71
$7,300
7,200
5,100
1,800
$5,400
$9,000
8,500
7,300
3,900
$7,700
•K-JHt-
Chi-square = 52.19; 4 d.f.; P < .001.
had husbands under 50 years of age. Of these younger families, 83
percent reported having life insurance with an average face value
of $8,700. By contrast only 58 percent of men 50 years of age or
older held life insurance policies with an average value of #5,800
per insured family.
Pcunily Members Insured . The tendency for husbands to be more
frequently insured prevailed for all age groups. The percentage
of families insuring the husbands decreased from 99 percent in the
families with husbands under 40 to 90 percent in the families with
husbands 60 years of age and over. A reverse pattern was indi-
cated but not statistically significant for insurance coverage of
the wives. The lowest proportion of children insured (among fami-
lies with children) was among families with husbands under 40
years of age. These data are presented in Table 11.
At least 96 percent of the husbands were insured in all age
groups regardless of the presence or absence of dependent children
except the fifteen husbands 60 years and over who had dependent
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Table 11. Family members insured by age of husband among insured
families.
I
Age of husband
All insured families (N=376)
Insured
husbands
N\unber: Percent
Insured
wives*
Ntimber : Percent
Insured families
with dependent
children {N=274)
All
Insured
children
Number : Number : Percent
Under 40
40 - 49
50 - 59
60 and over
All
110
123
75
54
562
99
97
97
90
96
52
64
44
37
197
47
50
57
59
52
101
111
47
15
274
40
69
28
8
145
40
62
60
53
55
Chi-square = 4.06; 3 d.f,; n.s.
children. As indicated in Table 12, only two thirds of this group
of older husbands were insured. Factors other than age of husband
OP child dependency may have influenced their carrying life insur-
ance on the wives since no relationship is indicated. The wives
in the younger families and with no dependent children were the
least frequently insured, A hypothesis that Insured families with
dependents would more frequently carry insurance on the husbands
or wives must be rejected.
Face Value . The average (mean) face values of the life insur-
ance policies of the family members were computed on a "per policy"
and "per family" basis. The number of policies held per member
accounts for the difference in these two amounts. Husbands held
policies with a higher face value and had more insurance per family
in each age group than wives or children, as shown in Table 13.
The average face value of the husband's insurance policies, and
5t
Table 12. Husbands and wives insured by child dependency and age
of husband, among insured families.
I
! Insured families {N=376)
1 Percent of husbands !
! insured !
Percent of wives
Insured
Age of husband *
t With
! dependent
I children
! (N=274)
: No !
! dependent '
! children •
! (N=:102)
I With !
dependent '
! children *
t (N=274) -
No
dependent
! children
! {N=102)
Under 40
40 - 49
50 - 59
60 and over
All
99
96
98
67
96
100
100
97
98
97
48
48
87
47
50
30
69
57
63
59
Table 13. Pace value per policy and per insured family member by
age of husband.
Ill
•
•
I
t
m
•
•
•
Husbands !: Wives !! Children
Age of husband
: Per
Per : insured •
policy :husband
I Per !
Per : insured !
! polioy: wife '
! : Per
! : family
! Per : insuring
! policy: children
Under 40
40 - 49
50 - 59
60 and over
All
$4,400 $7,300
4,000 6,600
3,200 5,300
2,600 3,200
$3,800 $6,000
$1,600 $1,600
1,400 1,500
1,500 1,800
1,400 1,600
$1,500 $1,600
$1,600 $3,400
1,400 3,000
1,900 3,800
1,700 2,300
$1,600 $3,200
the amount of the husband's life insurance per family decreased as
the age of the husband increased. No such definite pattern pre-
vailed in regard to the value of insurance on the wives and chil-
dren. If the wife or children were insured, the values of the
policies did not vary appreciably by age of head.
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Concentration on Husband. The hypothesis that in younger
families a larger proportion of the insiirance would be concen-
trated on the life of the husband on whose life the economic sup-
port of the family depends failed to gain support. Overall, 71
percent of the family's insurance was on the life of the husband.
The percent varied only slightly for husbands under 50 (70.7^) to
71,6 percent for families with husbands 50 years or older. The
variation was greater among the four age groups: 78 percent for
husbands under 40; 64 percent for husbands 40-49; 69 percent for
those 50-59; and 75 percent for those 60 and over. The greatest
concentration, it will be noted, was in the youngest and oldest
age groups.
Summary . There was a very significant relationship between
insurance coverage and the age of the husband. Families with
younger husbands were insured more frequently than those with
older husbands. Although the husband was the family member most
frequently insured, the percent of families insuring husbands de-
creased with age of husband. Percent of wives insured increased
with increasing age of husband. No definite pattern was shown for
children *s insurance. The face value of the family's insurance
decreased with increased age of husband. However, this change in
value was concentrated largely in the value of insurance carried
on the life of the husband rather than on the amount of Insurance
on other members of the family. There seemed to be no tendency
to carry a larger proportion of the family's insurance on the hus-
band among either the yovinger or older families. The presence of
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dependents did not affect significantly the disposition of families
to carry life insurance.
Education of Husband
An analysis was made of the life insurance holdings of the
families according to the amount of formal education of the hus-
band to determine if families whose husbands had more education
purchased insurance in frequency and amotint different from those
who had less education. The distribution of these families clas-
sified by the school years completed by the husband is shown in
Table 14, Three families failed to give the educational attain-
ment of the husband. Of those who did report, 47 percent had not
attended school beyond the 8th grade.
The education of the husband and age of the husband are not
independent. The number of years of formal education of the hus-
band has tended to increase in recent years, so is directly re-
lated to the age of the husband. The average age of the husband
by educational groupings is given in Table 14,
Families Insured and Face Value . The percent of families
having life insurance increased directly with the amount of educa-
tion of the husband. In general, the face value of the family's
insurance followed the same pattern. Among insured families no
relationship was indicated if the husband had completed less than
12 grades. The average face value of the family's insurance for
families of high school graduates was above the average for all
families. Supporting data are presented in Table 14.
i
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Table 14. Families insured by education of husband.
• •
• • All : Insured :Pace value of fara-
Education of :Age of : families : families** :ily's insurance
husband :husband: •• •• : All : Insured
:(aver- : Num- : Ber- : Num- :Per- rfamilies : families
Years : age) : ber :oent : ber :cent :(N=527) :(N=376)
No information 5 — 2 .. ..
Less than 8 55 48 9 27 56 $3,400 $6,100
8 51 203 38 136 67 3,100 4,6009-11 48 68 13 48 70 4,100 5,800
12 40 165 31 129 78 6,700 8,500
13 or more 45 40 8 34 85 11,700 20,000
All 49 527 100 376 71 5,400 7,700
»* Chi-square = 14,86; 4 d.f.; P< ,01,
Family Members Insured . The number of families insuring each
of the family members was analyzed by the amount of formal educa-
tion of the husband. The variations in the percentage of families
insuring husbands, wives, or children Indicated no particular pat-
tern related to the education of the husband as shown in Table 15.
Over 90 percent of the husbands were insured in all groups, and
they were the family member most frequently insured.
Approximately one half of the wives, and one half of the in-
sured families with children carried insurance regardless of the
education of the husband. However, a higher proportion of wives
and children were insured in those families whose husbands had
less than an eighth grade education.
It was hypothesized that husbands and wives with dependent
children would be more likely to be insured, and that the fre-
quency of insurance would be related to the education of the
A
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Table 15. Family members Insured by education of husband.
Education of ' [Insured families
husband I All insured families I with cl
: Chile
lildren
! Husbands : Wives* iren
Years iNvimber: Percent:]ITumber : Percent s Number : Percent
No Information 2 .. fi ^^ _„ ^m»
Less than 8 25 92 18 67 12 63
8 129 96 72 52 47 57
9-11 45 94 23 48 15 47
12 128 99 65 50 55 50
13 or more 33 97 17 57 16 53
All 362 96 197 52 145 53
* Chi-square = 3.02; 4 d.f,; n.s.
husband. Data in Table 16 indicate no such relationship between
these factors.
Table 16, Husbands and wives insured by child dependency and
education of husband, among insured families.
Education of husband
Years
Insured families (N=376)
Percent of husbands
insured
With ; Without
dependent : dependent
children : children
(N=274) : <Nsl02)
Percent of wives
insured
With : Without
dependent: dependent
children : children
{N=274) : (N=102)
Less than 8
8
9-11
12
13 or more
All
89 100 68 62
05 96 50 56
04 94 41 62
00 100 40 61
07 100 60 50
06 97 50 59
Concentration on Husband , As the amount of formal education
of the husband increased, the percent of the family's insurance
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placed on the husband increased. Families whose husbands had com-
pleted the eighth grade or higher had at least 15 percent more of
their life insurance on the husband than did those families whose
husbands had less education. Specifically, the percentages were
as follows: 55 percent of the family's insurance was on the life
of the husband in those families where the husband had less than
an eighth grade education; 70 percent for families whose families
had completed their education with the eighth grade; 73 percent
among families whose husbands had terminated their education be-
tween the ninth and twelfth grades, and 76 percent on those who
had continued their education beyond high school.
S\immary . Both the proportion of families carrying Insurance
and the face value of insurance coverage per family varied direct-
ly with the education level of the husband, with the exception of
the face value of insurance policies of families whose husbands
had less than an eighth grade education. The education of the
husband did not appear to bear directly on the inclination to
carry insurance on wives or children or the disposition of the
families with dependent children to insure husbands and wives, A
direct relationship was shown between the amount of education had
by the husband and the concentration of the family's insurance on
him.
Size of Family
The families were grouped according to the number in the
family who were dependent on the family for one half or more of
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their support. The distribution of families so grouped is shown
in Table 17. Husband-wife families with no dependents constituted
over one third of all the families.
Table 17, Families insured by size of family.
: : All : Insured :Pace value of fam-
:Age of : families ! families**^; ily's insurance
Size of familY! husband: (N=527) t (N=576) : All rinsured
:(aver- : Num-:Per- : Num-:Per : families : families
Number t age) : ber icent ; ber tcent t(N=527) ;(N=576)
2 56 184 35 102 55 |2,400 $4,400
3 49 113 21 89 79 4,700 6,000
4 40 99 19 77 78 5,200 6,700
5 39 70 13 59 84 11,600 13,800
6 or more 43 61 12 49 80 9,200 11,500
All 49 527 100 376 71 #5,400 $7,700
*** Chl-square = 35.38; 4 d.f.; P < ,001.
Families Insured and Face Value . Fifty-five percent of the
two-member families had life insurance as compared with 80 percent
of the families of size three or more (Table 17). Families of
size two were largely husband-wife families in the recovery stage
of the family life cycle, and the husbands were the oldest of any
group* In a previous analysis it was noted that families whose
husbands were older had life insurance less frequently than fami-
lies with yoTinger husbands. The average age of the husband was
under 50 in families with dependent children and these families
were more frequently insured. The face value of the family's life
insurance increased directly with the size of the family to size
five and then diminished. The average face value of the family's
life insurance is shown in Table 17.
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Family Members Insured . The family member Insured did not
vary appreciably with the size of the economic family, according
to data shown in Table 18, At least 91 percent of the families
in each group had Insurance on the husband of the family.
Husband-wife families insured the wives more frequently (59^)
than the families with children (50^). Yet the percent of the
wives Insured and the percent of families Insuring children were
xinrelated to the number of children in the family. Evidently,
decisions to Insure the wife or children are independent of the
size of the family.
Table 18. Family members Insured by size of family.
: Insured families
Size of family
' All insured families : with children
I Husbands* : Wives* : Children
Niimber !Number : Percent
:
Number : Percent : Number : Percent
£ 100 98 60 59 ^^ mm
S 81 91 5S 58 49 55
4 76 99 94 44 48 54
5 57 97 86 44 88 47
6 or more 48 98 8S 51 86 53
All 362 96 197 52 145 53
Chi-square 11.57; 4 d.f.; P< .05.
* Chi-square 6,71; 4 d.f.; n.s.
Concentration of Insurance on the Husband . Families without
dependent children concentrated a higher percent of the face
value of the family's Insurance on the husband than families with
dependent children. However, the nximber of dependents was un-
related to the concentration on the husband as given in Table 19.
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Table 19, Concentration of Insurance on husband by size of
family.
Size of family
Number
Insured families
Concentration on husband
Percent
2 75
9 67
4 71
5 72
6 or more 61
All 71
Summary , A significant relationship was indicated between
size of family and the frequency of life insurance coverage.
Families of size three or larger were insured more frequently than
families of size two. (This is the same relationship as found in
frequency of insurance by child dependency. ) Face value of the
family's insurance was directly related to family size, but not
proportionately. The amoimt of protection per person decreased
with increased family size. Families with children were spread-
ing their insurance coverage on the family members and concen-
trating less insurance on the husband than two-member families.
Net Worth
An overall estimate of the economic status of a family, which
Is determined by its net worth, includes the value of all the
family's assets, less their indebtedness. In this study the
families were arranged by size of net worth and divided into
groups somewhat equal in size. The quintile classes were:
10,000 or less, #10,001 to |20,000, $20,001 to |35,000, $35,001
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to $62,000, and $62,001 to $657,000, as given in Table 20.
Table 20, Families insured by net worth.
: All ;: Insured :'.Pace value of fam-
:Age of : families ;', families*: ily's insurance
; husbandI: : Insured : All
! (aver- :Nura-: Per- !! Num- :Per-: families: families
Net worth :
: age) :ber : cent '.: ber tcent: (N=376) : (N=257)
Deficit- $10,000 41 104 20 66 63 $4,700 $2,900
$10,001- 20,000 43 103 19 78 76 4,700 3,600
20,001- 35,000 52 106 20 70 66 4,900 3,200
35,001- 62,000 52 109 21 78 72 8,300 6,000
62,001- 675,000 53 105 20 84 80 14,400 11,500
All 49 527 100 376 71 #7,700 $5,400
Chi-square = 9,63; 4 d.f,; P <,05.
In general, age of husband and net worth were related. The
average age of the two lower groups was about ten years younger
than the three upper net worth groups.
Families Insured and Face Value . The possession of life in-
surance was analyzed in relation to the family's net worth. Sup-
porting data are presented in Table 20, The families in the
higher net worth groups owned life Insurance more often than those
in the lower net worth groups. Not only was the frequency of
ownership greater in the higher net worth groups, but also was
the face value of their life insurance policies higher, especially
in the two upper groups where the net worth was considerable
higher.
Family Members Insured . Among families who carried insur-
ance there seemed to be no tendency to insure the life of the
V
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husband, wife, or children with increased net worth. The support-
ing data are presented in Table 21.
Table 21. Family members insured by net worth.
i : Insured families
•
•
All insured familie 9 : with ct
: Chi]
lildren
Husbands : Wive B Ldren
Net worth : Number: Percent:](ruraber : Percent : Nvimber : Percent
Defi.cit 110, 000 62 94 28 42 29 48
#10,001 . 20, 000 74 95 44 56 36 62
20, 001 « 35, 000 69 98 34 48 19 43
35, 001 . 62, 000 74 96 46 59 35 62
62, 001 - 675, 000 83 99 44 52 26 47
All 362 96 196 52 145 53
A comparison of the percent of families insuring husbands
and wives by the presence of dependent children likewise did not
reveal any relationship between these data and the family's net
worth as shown in Table 22,
Table 22. Husbands and wives insured by child dependency and net
worth, among insured families.
worth
[ Insured families (N=376)
' Percent of husbands
! insured
! Percent of wives
: insured
Net
! With
! dependent
[Children
! (N=274)
: Without
; : dependent
: children
: (N=:102)
: With
! dependent
: children
: (N=274)
: Without
: dependent
: children
: (N=:102)
Deficit -
#10,001 -
20,001 -
35,001 -
62,001 -
All
% 10,000
20,000
35,000
62,000
675,000
95
95
98
95
100
96
80
95
100
100
96
97
43
59
41
55
49
50
40
50
68
68
89
59
48
Concentration on Husband . There seems, also, to be no dis-
position on the part of families to concentrate more of their in-
surance money on the life of the husband in relation to net worth
status of families. The husband's life insurance constituted the
following percentage of. the total family's Insurance: 72 percent
for the lowest net worth group, 69, 75, 66 and 76 percent for the
higher net worth groups, respectively.
Summary . Families with net worth of |35,000 or less were
less frequently insured, and the face value of the insurance was
less than for families with net worth above this amount. The dis-
position to insure husbands, wives, or children did not vary with
the net worth status of the family, nor was there an inclination
to carry a larger proportion of the insurance on the life of the
husband. Furthermore it should be noted that the higher net
worth groups were more frequently Insured in spite of their older
years.
Income
Life insurance ownership was analyzed according to the
amount of family income and total income from all sources includ-
ing the farm income for 1955. Many of the farmers in this survey
engaged in some off-farm work and had non-farm income from invest-
ments. The average farm income was #2,030, and the average total
income was #2,200.
Income by Family Types . Income of farm families is depend-
ent on prevailing natural forces, the personal qualities of the
1
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individual farm operator and the family's resources. An analysis
was made of income in relation to the age and education of the
husband and the family's net worth to note any relationships be-
tween these factors and income.
Age of Husband. The family's farm income increased directly
with the age of the husband. However, the difference was only
#70 between the youngest and the oldest age groups. Income from
all sources varied #80, but did not show a direct relationship to
age of the husband. The relationship of age of husband to farm
income and total income is given in Table 23.
Table 23. Average farm and total income by age of husband.
Ml..
Average
Age of husband • Farm income •• All income
Under 40
40 - 49
50 « 59
60 and over
AH
#1,990
2,030
2,040
2,060
#2,030
#2,180
2,240
2,200
2,160
#2,200
Education of Husband, The family's income in relation to
the amount of fonnal education of the husband is given in Table
24. In general, the average income from all sources lnox*eaied
with the amount of education of the husband. Families with hus-
bands who had not completed the 8th grade had an average income
of #2,150 compared to an Income of #2,470 for those families
whose husbands had completed 13 or more grades. Families with
husbands who had attended college also had the highest farm
income, but families whose husbands had some high school education
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Table 24, Average farm and total income by education of husband,
Education of husband : Average
Years : Farm income •• All income
Less than 8
8
9-11
12
13 or more
All
|2,040
2,030
1,990
2,000
2,220
$2,030
$2,150
2,160
2,160
2,200
2,470
$2,200
had lower farm incomes than those husbands who had completed
eight grades or less. In other words, education appeared to be
related slightly to the amovmt of total income, but not to farm
income.
Net Worth. The income from all sources was higher in each
net worth group than the farm income, and both classifications of
income were directly related to net worth according to the data
In Table 25, The difference in size of income from the lowest to
the highest net worth groups was $350 in the farm income classi-
fication and $380 in the other income groups.
Table 25. Average farm and total income by net worth.
aji
Net worth
*
* Average
•
• Farm income : All income
Defl.cit $ 10,,000 $1,,870 $2,040
$10, 001 . 20,,000 1.,960 2,130
20, 001 . 35,,000 2,,000 2,140
35, 001 • 62,,000 2|,100 2,240
62,,001 - 657,,000 2i,200 2,420
All $2,,030 $2,200
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Families Insured . Families were divided into four groups
according to the amount of their farm Income, and four groups
according to their total income. The percent of families insured
differed significantly between groups, as shown in Table 26.
The families in the higher-income groups were insured more fre-
quently than in the lower-income groups in both classifications.
Families classified by farm income varied from 67 to 75 percent
with insurance from low- to high-income groups, and if classified
by total income, from 66 to 76 percent, as derived from Table 26.
Table 26. Families insiired by farm and total Income levels.
: All : Insured " : All : Insured
:fami- : fami- ! :fami- : fami-
:lles
: Num-
: lies* J :lles
: Num-
: lies***
:N\im- iT^er-! :Num- :Per-
Farm Income : ber :ber :cent! All income : ber :ber :cent
Deficit-l 500 109 81 74 Deficit-11500 127 74 58
$ 501 - 1500 140 87 62 $1501 - 2500 107 80 75
1501 - 2500 110 77 70 2501 - 4500 155 113 73
2501 and uver 161 127 79 4501 and over 135 108 80
No information 7 4 57 No information 3 1 33
All 527 376 71 All • 527 376 71
55-^Hf
Chi-square = 11.45; 3 d.f.; P < ,05,
Chi-square = 18,75; 3 d.f.; P< ,001.
Face Value. With the exception of the families in the lowest
farm income group the average face value of the insurance held by
the insured families was somewhat directly related to their in-
come, according to data presented in Table 27.
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Table 27. Pace value of Insurance by farm and total income
levels.
Farm income All income
: Pace value !
: of insurance
: Income level
! Pace value
of Insurance
: All : Insured "
:families: families"
Income level :(Ns527) :(N=376)
! All : Insured
[families : families
!(N=527) :(N=376)
Deficit- |500
$ 501 - 1500
1501 - 2500
2501 and over
All
$4,500 $6,100 Deficit-$1500 #2,800 |4,800
3,000 4,800 #1501 - 2500 3,500 4,700
6,400 9,200 2501 - 4500 5,300 7,300
7,700 9,800 4501 and over 9,700 12,100
#5,400 #7,700 All #5,400 #7,700
Svtmmary . Families in the two higher-income groups, regard-
less of income source, were more frequently and heavily insured.
However, income fluctuates greatly from year to year. For this
reason special attention was given to the relation of income to
family characteristics. Income, both farm and all, varied di-
rectly with net worth. The older far^r^ers had higher farm income
than younger farm families who had a larger off-farm income.
Those with higher education had a higher total income, but farm
income was not related to education level. Only one of the class
averages differed from the over-all average by more than 10 per-
cent, thus indicating the failure of age, education or net worth
to accotmt for variation in Income or a family stable-income
Tjattern,
5S
Indebtedness
One factor that might and perhaps should influence the fam-
ily to have life insurance on the husband is the amount of the
family's indebtedness. If the purpose of life insurance was to
provide financial aid for dependents, the insurance program would
be planned in consideration of the amount of current indebted-
ness, expenses likely to be incurred during the last Illness and
burial, and replacement income needed for support.
The ratio of the family's liabilities to their assets may
influence the family's decision to insure and the amount of insur-
ance to put on the husband. Morse reported that the families in
this survey who were in the higher net worth groups averaged
more indebtedness, but their indebtedness was not as large a
percent of the assets as among families in the lower net wouth
groups. Debts constituted a larger proportion of assets in the
younger and larger families.-^
Families Insured . One half of the families reported some
indebtedness. Of these families 74 percent had husbands with life
insurance compared to only 69 percent of the husbands insured in
the no debt group, as shown in Table 28. The difference was not
significant.
Husbands Insured . Family indebtedness apparently did not
affect the insured family's decision to carry insurance on the
Richard L, D. Morse, Indebtedness and Financial Status of
Kansas Farm- Operator Families , 1955. Unpublished report.
Department of Family Economics, Kansas State University, p. 3.
i
uhusband as indicated in Table 28, Since nearly all insured fami-
lies had insurance on the husband the percent of husbands insured
in all families with and without debts was about the same as the
percent of families insured in each group.
Table 28. Frequency of insurance by indebtedness.
: All families
» J
Insured
Number
families*
•
•
: Percent
: Insured
: husbands
Indebtedness
status : Number
:Average in-
:debtedness : Percent
No debts 260 •• 179 69 66
Debts 267 #5,900 197 74 78
All 527 #3,000 376 71 69
Chi-square = 1.82; 1 d.f.; n.s.
Face Value. The families with debts who had insurance were
divided into three groups according to the amount of the family's
indebtedness. The average face value of the husband's and
family's life insurance was directly related to the amount of in-
debtedness of the insured families, and the face value of the
husband's insurance would cover the average debt in the two
groups with total debts under #5,000 according to data in Table
29, However, the average face value of the family's insurance
exceeded in all groups the average family indebtedness.
A comparison made of the face value of life insurance held
by husbands and families in the no debt group and all with debts
revealed that families with some debts had insurance with a
higher face value.
t^
Table 29. Pace value of insurance by indebtedness status, among
insured families.
__
"
: Families insuring husbands
: Average :
! family :
Average face value
of insurance
Indebtedness : indebtedness: Husband •• Family
No debts
Debts
|1 - 1,999
2,000 - 4,999
5,000 and over
$5,990
920
3,270
13,310
$5,040
6,700
3,600
4,300
11,800
#7,100
8,600
5,300
6,000
14,200
Concentration on Husband. The indebtedness of the family
did not appear to influence the percent of the family's insurance
held by the husband. The face value of the husband's insurance
was 71 percent of the family's insurance in families with no
debts and 72 percent in the families with debts.
Summary . Family indebtedness did not appear to influence
decisions to purchase insurance. The face value of the husband's
insurance among families with debts was directly related to the
amount of the family's indebtedness. Families with debts of
$5,000 and over had an average debt $1,500 greater than the aver-
age amount of insurance on the life of the husband. These fami-
lies may have been in the higher net worth groups and had other
resources to cover this indebtedness. Also the average face
value of insurance for the family was $900 greater than the aver-
age indebtedness for this group.
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Tenure
The families were classified according to tenure by placing
farm operators who rented all the acres they operated in the
"rent all" group; and operators who owned all the acres operated,
in the "own all" group. The remaining farm operators, those who
rented in and owned part of the acres operated, were divided into
throe groups: "rent most," "own most," and "rent and own the
same." There were 171 families who owned all and 132 families
who rented all of the acres operated. Approximately the same nxim-
ber of families rented most (106) as owned most (103), Only 15
families owned and rented in the same niimber of acres. The num-
ber of families in each group is presented in Table 30 and their
distribution by percent, in Table 31,
Table 30, Families insured by tenure.
! All families : Insured families***
Tenure i
Rent all
Rent most
Own most
Own all
Own and rent same
All 527 376 71
*** Chi-square = 24,97; 4 d.f.; P < .001.
Types of Families by Tenure . Family characteristics in com-
bination with tenure may be related to life insvirance ownership.
Analyses were made of tenure in relation to age and education of
the husband.
Niimber : Number ! Percent
132 101 76
106 86 81
103 79 77
171 96 67
15 12 80
67
Table 31, Tenure by age of husband.
Age of husband
Tenure
(Percent of families)
Rent
all
Rent
most
Own
most
Own
all
: Own-rent:
: same All
Under 40
40 - 49
50 - 59
60 and over
All
55
85
10
«
fiS
88
85
18
18
80
11
84
51
15
80
8
22
39
65
32
4
4
2
2
100
100
100
100
100
Age of Husband. Tenure was related to age of husband as
Indicated In Table 31. Families with older husbands owned most or
all of the acres operated, and conversely the younger families
rented all or most of the acres operated.
Education of Husband. Tenure was also related to the amount
of education had by the husband. Over 40 percent of the families
whose husbands had not attended high school owned all of the
acres operated. Conversely, over 40 percent of the families whose
husbands were high school graduates and had not attended college
rented all of the acres operated (Table 32).
Families Insured . Families who owned all of the acres oper-
ated were not as frequently Insured as the families in the other
tenure groups. Only 57 percent of the families who were in the
"own all" group had Insurance, compared to over 75 percent of the
families in the groups who rented all or part of the acres oper-
ated. The difference is highly significant. The percent of fami-
lies with Insurance in each tenure group is presented in Table 32.
uTable 32. Tenure by education of the husband,
Education of ' Tenure
husband ' (Percent of famill es)
• Rent : Rent : Own •• Own : Own-rent 5
Years I all : most : most •• all : same : All
Less than 8 16 14 23 44 4 100
8 18 18 81 41 8 100
9-11 87 81 19 32 1 100
12 41 81 16 18 4 100
13 or more 8 55 85 30 8 100
All 25 20 20 32 8 100
Summary. Families who owned all of the acres operated were
not insured as frequently as those families who rented some or
all of the acres operated. These families also had older hus-
bands who have fewer years of education. Thus, the younger family
which lacks the security of tenure or the net worth associated
with farm ownership Is more frequently Insured and has more years
of formal education.
Planning
The interviewer asked questions concerning the amount of
planning the family had done for financial support in the event
of death or disability of the husband or wife. Of the 527 fami-
lies 28 percent said they had done little or no planning with re-
spect to all four events, 23 percent had made fairly definite
plans, and the remaining 49 percent had either considered making
plans or had planned for some events, but not for others. The
latter group is reported as those making partial plans (Table 36).
s»
Types of Families Planning . Specific socio-economic groups
of families may be conscious that provisions need to be made in
anticipation of loss of income due to disability or death. The
assumption was made that the degree of planning reported might be
related to the age or education of the husband and the family net
worth. These factors were related to life insurance ownership in
this study.
Age of Husband, Age did not appear to be an important fac-
tor in degree of planning since over one third of the families in-
dicated partial planning in all age groups (Table 33), However,
the percent of families included in the partial planning group
was Inversely related to the age of the husband, and the percent
of families Indicating definite planning was directly related to
the age of the husband, A larger proportion of those over 50
than under 50 was in the no planning group.
Table 33, Degree of planning by age of husband.
,,, 1
-a-—-B—
Degree( of pi a]ming''**
: All •• None : Partial
: Percent
rDefinite
Age of husband : Number :Percent : Percent : Percent
Under 40
40 - 49
50 - 59
60 and over
All
137
151
111
128
527
100
100
100
100
100
28
21
31
34
28
58M
41
38
49
14
25
28
28
23
Chi-square = 19.22; 6 d,f,; P < ,01.
Education of Husband, No clear relationship could be observed
between the degree of planning and education of the husband, as
I
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indicated in Table 34. If the families are combined into "lesi
than 12 grades" and "12th grade or higher," no relationship is
indicated between education and definite planning, and only a
slight shift among the higher educated families from the no plan-
ning to the partial planning group.
Table 34. Degree of planning by education of husband.
Education of Degree of planning**
husband : All •• None •
•
•
Partial
Percent
:Definite
Years : Number :P srcent : Percent : Percent
Less than 8 48 100 33 46 21
8 203 100 31 45 84
9-11 68 100 26 52 88
12 165 100 24 57 19
13 or more 40 100 28 30 48
All 524* 100 28 49 88
«* Chi-square = 20,64; 8 d.f,; P < .01.
* Three families did not Indicate years of education by
husband.
Net Worth. A definite relationship existed between net
worth and the degree of planning done by the families. The per-
cent of families in the no planning and partial planning groups
was inversely related to the family's net worth, and a direct
relationship was shown between definite planning and net worth
as shown in Table 35.
Families Insured . The percent of families having insurance
was directly related to the degree of planning as shown in Table
36. The percent of families insured increased from 65 percent of
the families who had made no plans , to 71 percent of those In the
ei
Table 35. Degree of planning by net worth.
Net worth
Degree of planning***
All •
•
•
None
Percent
: Partial
: Percent
rDefinite
! Number : Percent : Percent
Defl.cit - lio, 000 104 100 53 eo 7
10, 000 - 20, 000 103 100 28 64 18
20, 001 - 35,,000 106 100 30 58 18
35, 001 - 62,,000 109 100 25 46 29
62, 001 - 657,,000 105 100 24 S8 44
All 527 100 88 46 23
•5HHS-
Chi-square = 45.59; 8 d.f.; P less than .001.
Table 36, Families insured by degree of planning.
: : : Pace value of
t : : family's insurance
Degree of : All families i Insured families* ; All : Insured
planning i Number; Percent ; Number: Percent ; (Ns527) t (N=376)
None
Partial
Definite
All
148
256
123
28
49
23
527 100
96
181
99
376
65
71
80
$3,200
5,000
9,200
$4,900
7,000
11,000
71 $5,400 $7,700
Chi-square = 9,06; 2 d.f,; P less than ,05,
partial planning group, to 80 percent of the families who had
made fairly definite plans. Since the families were not asked
what type of planning or provisions they had made in the event
of death or disability of the husband or wife, they may have con-
sidered ownership of life insurance to constitute their plans.
Face Value . The face value of the family's insurance was
also directly related to the degree of planning as indicated in
•s
Table 36. Insured families who had made no plans had insurance
with an average face value of $4,900 per family. Those who had
* nade partial plans averaged #7,000, and those with definite plans
averaged $11,000.
Summary . Pamlllea who indicated definite plans were more
frequently and more highly Insured than other groups. These fami-
lies had older husbands and were in the upper net worth groups.
There was an apparent relationship between education and planning.
Age and Education of Husband
Introduction . In planning the analyses, it was hypothesized
that each of the variables representing family characteristics or
, family economic factors was substantially or possibly related to
the insurance variables. The presentation to this point has pro-
vided evidence bearing on these relationships, taking one variable
at a time. It was also hypothesized that many of the variables
were related to one another as well as to the insurance variables,
so a three-way classification system was employed. Each of three
sets of variables was related to the insurance variables and to
income. The three sets were: age and education of husband,
family net worth and age of husband, and family net worth and edu-
cation of husband.
Data were grouped according to the same criteria and defi-
>V nitions as previously. However, to reduce the niimber of cross
classifications and to Increase the number of families represented
M
in each class, the number of such groups was reduced to two. The
I
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grour»ings were: age, 50 and over or under 50; education, 12th
grade or higher and under 12th grade; net worth, |35,000 or less
and over $35,000.
Families Insured . Life insurance ownership was, in general,
directly and significantly related to education of the husband,
and also inversely and significantly related to age of husband.
There was a significant difference between educational levels
among the older, but not the younger families. And there was a
significant difference between age groups among the less educated,
but not the high school graduates. Also the difference between
the older, less educated and the younger better educated was
highly significant. The family group least likely to be insured
was the family with the older and less well educated husband, and
the family group most likely to be Insured was the younger family
(Tables 37a and 37b).
Face Value . Pace value of insurance was inversely related
to the age of the husband, and directly related to the education
of the husband. These are to be observed in the border totals of
Table 38a. However, no consistent relationship could be observed
among the individual or age-education classes, as Indicated by
Table 38a,
If the data are regrouped, as in Table 38b, there is an in-
dication that face value tends to vary by education, but not age,
with the younger high school graduates having the highest insur-
ance coverage.
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Table 37a. Distribution of families by age and education of hus-
band, and their insurance status.
Education of husband (years)
Age of husband
Less :
than 8 : 8 : 9-11 12
: 13 :
:or more: All
Distribution of families
Under 40
40 - 49
50 - 59
60 and over
All
12
13
23
48
27
49
54
73
203
11
22
21
14
68
86
55
16
8
165
13
13
7
7
40
137
151
111
125
524*
Percent of families insured
Under 40 ^„ 89 73 79 85 81
40 • 49 92 84 82 80 100 84
50 - 59 38 67 81 75 100 69
60 and over 48 48 35 62 43 47
All 56 ' 67 70 78 85 71
Education of husband was not given in three families.
Table 37b, Insurance status of families by age and education of
husband.
Age of husband
Under 50
50 and over
Education of husband
Less than
12 years
12 years
or more All
Percent of families insured*
c
84
55
81
71
83
-^58
All 66 <ii^ 80 71
t values were used to determine whether the differences be-
tween the percent of families insured in age-education
groupings were statistically significant.
P .05. ««« P .001.
wTable 38a. Pace value of insurance held by Insured famlllea by
age and education of husband.
I
:
Education of husband (years)
t Less : : : : 13 x
: than 8: 8 : 9-11 t 12 t or more:
Age of husband t
Under 40
40 - 49
50 - 59
60 and over
All
Face value of life insurance
All
$5,000 $3,500 19,000 $21,700 $9,000
#4,000 5,200 6,700 8,000 27,000 8,500
19,900 4,700 5,800 9,000 12,400 7,300
2,000 3,600 6,400 5,200 7,000 3,900
6,100 4,600 5,800 8,500 20,000 7,700
Table 38b. Face value of Insurance held by Insured families by
age and education of husband.
All
Education of husband
t Less than : 12 years t
: 12 years ; or more ! All
Age of husband >
Under 50 #5,100
50 and over 5,100
Face value of life insurance
5,100
#11,400
9,000
11,000
$8,700
5,800
7,700
Concentration on the Husband . The age of husband did not
appear in any of the analyses to be related to the concentration
of the family* 8 life insurance on the husband, but there was a
slight increase in concentration with the high®i* education
level of the husband, as shown in Table 39a. Families with hus-
bands under 40 who had attended high school placed more of the
family's insurance on the husband than any of the other age-
•ducatlon groups. This age group may have included a large
9$
Table 39a. Concentration of insurance on the husband by age and
education of husband.
! Education of husband Si^»ars
)
; Less :
I than 8 : 8
•
•
*
• 9-11
•
: 12
: 13 :
:or more: All
Age of husband : Percent of family's insurance on husband
Under 40
40 - 49
50 - 59
60 and over
All
70
37 65
60 68
73 77
55 70
81
72
70
78
73
78
66
72
76
73
82
75
74
65
76
78
64
69
76
71
proportion of war veterans who had kept their national service
life insurance.
Likewise, no striking relationship existed among education,
age and concentration of insurance on the husband in the broad
groupings of the data given in Table 39b. The greatest differ-
ence was between education levels for the yovmger families.
I
Table 39b. Concentration of insurance on the husband by age and
education of husband.
Education of husband
Age of husband
Less than
12 years
12 years
or more All
Percent of family's insurance on husband
Under 50
50 and over
All
66
78
69
74
73
74
71
72
71
Income . Total family income was directly related to educa-
tion at each age level, and directly related to age at each
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education level, so the highest income group was the older,
higher educated. Farm income showed the same relationship (Table
40b )
.
However, no such clear relationship is indicated by the
data not so closely grouped (Table 40a),
Table 40a, Income by age and education of husband, insured
families.
Age of husband
Fduoation of husband (years)
Less :
than 8: 8 9-11 : 12
: 13 :
:or more:
Under 40
40 - 49
50 - 59
60 and over
All
Under 40
40 - 49
50 - 59
60 and over
All
Average farm income
|2,060 $1,920 #1,980 ^
$1,960 2,040 1,960 2,050
2,160 2,020 2,080 2,030
2,030 2,080 1,940 2,040
$2,130
2,330
2,260
2,130
All
$2,010
2,050
2,070
2,080
2,030 2,050 1,990 2,010 2,230 2,050
Average income from all sources
$2,270 $2,140 $2,170 $2,220 $2,200
$2,160 2,170 2,140 2,280 2,710 2,250
2,220 2,180 2,240 2,330 2,410 2,240
2,140 2,180 2,180 2,140 2,570 2,210
2,170 2,190 2,180 2,220 2,480 2,220
I
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Table 40b. Income by age and education of husband, insured
families.
kfi,e of husband
Education of husband
Less than
12 years
12 years
or more All
Under 50
50 and over
All
Under 50
50 and over
All
Average farm income
$2,010 $2,050 #2,030
2,050 2,100 2,070
2,030 2,060 2,050
Average income from all sources
$2,180 $2,260 $2,220
2,190 2,380 2,220
2,180 2,280 2,220
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Summary . The younger, better educated families were more
frequently insured, held insurance of higher face value, and
concentrated more Insurance on the husband. Their position with
respect to income is not clear. Conversely, the older, less
well educated families were least frequently insured. They had
the same average value of insurance as the younger families of
the same educational status, about as high a concentration of
insurance on husband as those with higher education. The rela-
tive income position is not clear.
I
et
Age of Husband and Net Worth I
Pamlllea Insured . The families In each of the four age
groups were cross classified by five net worth groups, and the
Insurance status of each sub-group determined. Presented in
Table 41a is the percent of families insured at each net worth
level. The percent was inversely related to the age of the hus-
band with one exception, the yoiingest families in the lowest net
worth group. Likewise, the percent of families at each age level
tended to increase with increased net worth classification.
Thus, younger families with higher net worth were the most fre-
quently insured.
Table 41a. Distribution of families by age of husband and net
worth, and their insurance status.
Net worth
Age of husband
t$10,000:#10,001:|20,001:|35,001:$62,001;
or : to : to : to : and
less ; 20,000; 35,000: 62,000; over ; All
Under 40
40 - 49
50 - 59
60 and over
All 104
Distribution of familiea
48 37 23 16 13
32 35 25 32 27
10 13 23 30 35
12 18 35 31 30
103 106 109 105
137
151
111
128
527
Percent of families insured
Under 40 65 89 83 94 100 81
40 - 49 81 80 80 88 93 84
50 - 59 70 62 61 63 83 69
60 and over 14 50 49 52 57 48
All 63 76 66 72 80 71
I
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The trends are even more striking in the concentrated Table
41b. Age of husband was highly significant at both net worth
levels and net worth Is significant at both age levels. The over-
all age group differences are highly significant, but the net
worth difference was not significant at the 5 percent level.
2
Table 41b, Insurance status of families by age of husband and
family net worth.
$35,000
or less
Net worth
35,001
and over All
Age of husband Percent of families insured*
Under 50
50 and over
All
78
50
68
,* *
^92
64
76
I
89
58
71
t values were used to determine whether the differences
between the percent of families insured in age-net worth
groupings were statistically significant,
P .05.
IHt
IMtii
.01.
.001.
Pace Values. In general, the same relationships were ob-
served between face value of insurance, age, and net worth as
noted in the percent of families insured. The younger families
had insiirance of a higher face value. Likewise, within each net
worth group the trend was toward high face value of insurance
coverage with decrease in age. These data are presented in Table
42a.
r
Table 42r.
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Pace value of insurance held by Insured families by
age of husband and net worth.
3
Net worth
Age of husband:
:$10, 000 :$10, 001 :$20, 001 :|35,001
: or : to : to : to
J less t 20,000! 55,000: 62,000
Pace value of life insurance
Under 40
40 - 49
50 - 59
60 and over
All
$5,000
5,000
3,200
500
$6,600
3,700
4,300
1,600
$6,600
6,100
3,500
2,600
$16,400
8,200
4,800
5,100
$19,200
19,800
12,600
5,600
All
p9,000
8,500
7,300
3,900
4,700 4,700 4,900 8,300 14,400 7,700
This is even more evident in the four age-net worth group-
ings as presented in Table 42b. The families with the yoiinger
husbands with net worth over $35,000 had insurance with the high-
est face value. Conversely, families with husbands over 50 and
in the lower net worth group had the least amount of insurance
coverage.
Table 42b. Pace value of insurance held by insured families by
age of husband and net worth.
•
•
'
Net worth
•
$35,000
or less
: $35,001
: and over
•
•
•
• All
Age of husband •t Face value of life insurance
Under 50 $5,400 $15,100 $8,700
50 and over 2,900 7,800 5,800
All 4,800 11,500 7,700
^
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Concentration on the Husband . The variations In concentration
of the family's Insurance on the husband, by age and family net
worth, as appear In the data stumnarlzed In Table 43a indicate no
particular pattern of relationship between the variables. And
when the data are regrouped as in Table 43b, there is almost no
variation in the degree of concentration.
^
Table 43a. Concentration of insurance on the husband by age of
husband and net worth.
Age of husband
Net worth
$10,000:$10,001:#20,001:$35,001:!|62,001
or : to : to : to : and
less ; 20,000; 55,000: 62,000; over All
Percent of family's Insurance on husband
Under 40
40 - 49
50 - 59
60 and over
All
84 75 69 75 85
56 59 80 58 72
67 61 67 62 76
.. 79 73 73 75
72 69 73 66 76
78
64
69
75
71
Table 43b. Concentration of insurance on the husband by age of
husband and net worth.
•
•
!
•
•
•
•
Net worth
$35,000
or less
: 135,001 :
: or more : All
Age of husband Percent of family's insurance on husband
Under 50 71 70 71
50 and over 70 72 72
All 71 71 71
n
if
Such variations as appear in Table 43a cannot be explained
in terms of age and net worth.
Income . The average farm income and total income for in-
sured families was directly related to the family's net worth.
Age of husband inicated a slight relationship to farm income. No
consistent relationships were observed between income and the in-
dividual age or net worth groupings, as shown in Table 44a.
I
Table 44a. Income by age of husband and net worth, insured
families
.
Net worth
Age of husband
!|10,000:|10,001:$20,001:$35,001:|62,001;
or : to : to : to : and
less ; 20,000: 55,000; 62,000; over : All
Under 40
40 - 49
50 - 59
60 and over
All
|1,890
1,900
1,870
1,800
$2,050
1,890
1,890
1,930
Average farm income
$2,010
1,990
2,040
1,960
$2,030
2,160
2,130
2,080
$2,180
2,300
2,140
2,290
$2,010
3,050
2,070
2,080
1,890 1,960 2,000 2,110 2,220 2,050
Under 40
40 - 49
50 - 59
60 and over
All
Average income from all sources
$2,140 $2,210 $2,190 $2,190 $2,310 $2,200
2,090 2,120 2,230 2,300 2,520 2,250
1,960 2,050 2,140 2,270 2,380 2,240
1,850 2,000 2,090 2,210 2,490 2,210
2,040 2,140 2,170 2,260 2,430 2,220
In the broad groupings, as given in Table 44b, both farm and
total income were higher in the higher net worth group, but un-
affected by age.
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Table 44b. Income by age of husband and net worth. Insured
families.
Age of huaband
Under 50
50 and over
All
Under 50
50 and over
All
Net worth
#35,000
or less
|35,001
and over All
Average farm Income
#1,950 #2,180 #2,030
1,950 2,160 2,070
1,950 2,170 2,050
Average income from all sources
#2,160 #2,350 #2,220
2,060 2,340 2,220
2,130 2,350 2,220
Summary . The families with husbands under 50 and net worth
over $35,000 were more frequently insured and held insurance with
the higher face value. The least frequently insured group and
those with the lowest coverage were the older families with lower
net worth. Neither age nor net worth showed any relationship to
concentration of insurance on the husband. The income of insured
families was relatively constant, increasing with net worth, but
not varying appreciably with age.
Education of Husband and Net Worth
Families Insured. In general, the percent of families in-
sured varied directly with the net worth and the education of the
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husband. No consistent relationships between these factors and
families insured could be observed in the education-net worth
groupings as indicated in Table 45a.
Table 45a. Distribution of families by education of husband and
net worth, and their insurance status.
Education of • Net worth
husband :$10,000 :#10,001 : $20, 001"If35, 001 :f 62,001:
1 or : to : to ! to : and :
Years : less : 20,000 : 35,000 : 62,000: over : All
«ma»
Dis tribution of families
2No information mm 1 „. 8
Less than 8 13 4 13 9 9 48
8 34 46 45 48 30 203
9-11 14 13 16 14 11 68
12 42 36 26 29 32 165
13 or more I 4 6 • 21 40
All 104 103 106 109 105 527
Percent of families insured
No information .. ^^ ^„ „„ m
Leas than 8 62 50 54 44 67 06
8 59 78 67 64 73 97
9-11 71 69 69 57 91 70
12 64 86 75 90 81 78
13 or more 100 76 60 100 86 85
All 63 76 66 78 80 71
An analysis of the frequency families were insured in the
broad education net worth groupings, as shown in Table 45b, indi-
cated that education was a highly significant factor, and that net
worth was a significant factor only among families with husbands
who were high school graduates. Families with a net worth of
over #35,000 and whose husbands were high school graduates were
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Table 45b. Insurance status of families by education of husband
and net worth.
t
Education of husband :
Net worth
i $35,001$35,000
or less : and over All
Percent of families insured*
Less than 12 years
12 years or mor«
All
66
74
68
4r^^
67
87
75
66
80
71
t values were used to determine whether the difference
between the percent of families insured in education-
net worth groupings were statistically significant.
P .05.
##*
P .001.
more frequently insured than families with less education and
lower net worth. This percent was significantly higher than that
for families of lower net worth at both educational levels, and
families of lower educational level in the same net worth level.
Over-all education was significant, although not between fami-
lies of the lower net worth group.
Pace Value . The face value of the family *s insurance showed
nearly the same relationship to education of the husband and net
worth as the percent of families Insured. Greater increases in
Average face values of policies were noted in the upper levels of
education and net worth. No consistent patterns in the amount of
insurance coverage were observed in the education-net worth groups
in the data presented in Table 46a.
1
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Table 46a. Pace value of Insurance held by Insured families by
education of husband and net worth.
•
m Net worth
Education of
husband
:$10,000
: or
: less
:$10,001
: to
: 20,000
:$20,001:$35,001
: to : to
: 35,000: 62,000
:$62,001:
: and :
: over : All
Years •• Pace value of life insurance
Less than 8
8
9-11
12
13 or more
All
$2,900
4,400
6,700
4,400
11,000
4,700
$1,200
3,400
3,500
7,000
2,700
4,700
$3,700 $2,500
3,200 6,000
4,200 5,000
8,600 11,000
4,300 14,100
4,900 8,300
$17,100
6,700
9,500
12,000
29,900
14,400
$6,100
4,600
5,800
8,500
20,000
7,700
I
The relationships among education, net worth and insvirano©
coverage are readily evident by observation of the data presented
in Table 46b. The families in the highest net worth groups whose
husbands had a high school education had insurance with the high-
est face value in the four broader education-net worth groupings.
Table 46b. Pace value of insurance held by insured families by
education of husband and net worth.
Net worth
: $35,000
: or less
: $35,001
: or more
•
: All
Education of husband ! Pace value of life insurance
Less than 12 years
12 years or more
All
$3,800
6,300
4,800
$7,200
16,000
11,500
$5,100
11,000
7,700
Concentration on Husband. No obvious relationships were
observed between concentration of insurance on the husband and
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the variables in the education-net worth groups. Data are pre-
sented in Table 47a.
Table 47a, Concentration of insurance on the husband by educa-
tion of the husband and net worth.
I
Education of
husband
Years
Net worth
$10, OOOrllO, 001 :$20, 001:135, 001:^^62, 001
1
or : to : to : to : and
less : 20,000: 35,000: 62,000: over ; All
Percent of faioily'a insurance on husband
Less than 8 43 75 46 62 70
8 66 64 79 60 84
9-11 80 72 77 64 72
12 80 71 73 68 75
13 or more 100 80 60 79 75
All 72 69 73 66 76
55
70
75
73
76
71
The division of the families into four education-net worth
groups did indicate greater, but not a significantly greater, con-
centration of insurance on the husband who was better educated.
These data are given in Table 47b,
Table 47b, Concentration of insurance on the husband by education
of the husband and net worth.
! Net worth
! #35,000
! or less
: 135,001 :
: or more : All
Education of husband *! Percent of family's insurance on husband
Less than 12 years 68 69 69
12 years or more 74 75 74
All 71 71 71
F
IIncome . The total income was related to the education of ^^
the husband, and both farm income and total income were related
'^ to net worth. With few exceptions both farm income and total in-
come were directly related to net worth within the educational
groups. The families with the highest incomes were those whose
husbands had less than eight grades of education, and who were in
the highest net worth group. The range of income by these classi-
fications was greater than in previous analyses. Average farm
Income ranged from $1,600 to |2,400, total income from #1,900 to
|2,580, These data are presented in Table 48a,
Little variation in size of income was indicated in the
broad education-net worth groupings of income as indicated in
Table 48b. Income was directly related to education and net
worth, but the difference in income was slight*
Summary . The families whose husbands were high school grad-
uates and who were in the highest net worth groups had insurance
more frequently and had insurance with a higher face value. The
percent of concentration of the family's insurance on the husband
remained nearly constant for the education-net worth groupings.
More variation In size of income was Indicated within the family
groups in this analysis. However, little variation of income was
evident in the four education-net worth groupings.
Net Worth, Age and Education of Husband
Further analyses were made by dividing the families into
eight possible combinations of the three socio-economic factors.
Table 48a.
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Income by education of husband and net worth, insured
families.
I
Education of
husband
Years
Net worth
Less than 8
8
9-11
12
13 or more
11
:|10, 000 :#10, 001 :$20, 001 :$35, 001:162,001:
or : to : to : to : and :
less : 20,000: 55,000: 62,000: over ; All
l,830
1,930
1,900
1,880
1,600
|2,100
1,970
1,910
1,950
2,100
Average farm
#1,840
2,040
1,950
2,020
1,970
income
|2,100
2,120
2,080
2,080
2,210
$2,400
2,180
2,130
2,140
2,340
$2,030
2,050
1,990
2,010
2,230
1,890 1,960 2,000 2,110 2,220 2,050
Average income from all soxirces
Less than 8 $2,020 $2,100 $2,030 $2,100 $2,580 $2,170
8 2,160 2,100 2,130 2,260 2,360 2,190
9-11 2,070 2,090 2,100 2,190 2,330 2,180
12 2,080 2,190 2,300 2,190 2,380 2,220
13 or more 1,900 2,170 2,330 2,530 2,560 2,480
All 2,090 2,140 2,170 2,260 2,430 2,220
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Table 48b, Income by education of husband and net worth, insured
families.
——
'
——
—
'
III. I —
.
I Net worth
: 135,000
Education of husband : or less
#35,001
or more All
I
Less than 12 years
12 years or more
All
Average farm income
#1,960 #2,150 #2,030
1,950 2,180 2,060
1,950 2,170 2,050
Less than 12 years
12 years or more
All
Averapje income from all sources
12,100 #8,310 #2,180
2,180 2,380 2,280
2,130 2,350 2,220
These combinations were ranked in order of percent of families
insured, as indicated in Table 49.
Age presented a clear-cut division. Families with younger
husbands, regardless of the amount of education of the husband or
family net worth, were more frequently insured. It is also of
interest to note that the combination of youth, better education
and high net worth placed such families in the highest percent of
families insured, the 94 percent level. Whereas, at the lowest
level only about one half of the families were insured. This
group consisted of families with exactly the opposite character-
istics, namely, older, less well educated and lower net worth.
ea
Table 49. Percent of families insured by age and education of
husband and net worth.
I
Socio-economic characteristics
Age of
husband
Under 50
Under 50
Under 50
Under 50
50 and
older
50 and
older
50 and
older
50 and
older
Education of
husband Net worth
Families :Families
in group : insured
Number : Percent
High school
Less than
high school
Less than
high school
Over #35,000
Over 135,000
$35,000 or less
High school |35,000 or less
High school Over f35, 000
High school #35,000 or less
Less than
high school
Less than
high school
Over #35,000
#35,000 or less
6t
S6
98
105
t9
94
88
83
74
72
679
94 61
104 50
DISCUSSION
The findings of the 1955 Kansas survey presented in the pre-
vious section will be compared to the results of other rural sur-
veys summarized in the Review of Previous Studies. In general,
the Kansas farm-operator families followed the same pattern as
indicated in other rural surveys.
A majority (71^) of the Kansas families had insurance on one
or more family members. However, the families were not insured
as frequently as farm families in Ohio and Vermont (over 805^).
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The Kansas farm families averaged more insurance coverage than
the Vermont families, but less than the Ohio families.
Husbands were insured more frequently and more highly than
other family members. Prom 38 to 86 percent of the families In-
sured husbands in surveys reviewed, and 69 percent of the Kansas
farm operators were insured. The amount of insurance coverage of
the latter group averaged $5,800, which was more than the average
amovint of the Vermont farmers, but less than the amount had by
iMiral breadwinners in Ohio and farmers in Oklahoma,
Wives and children were insured less frequently than husbands
and for significantly lesser amounts. Insurance coverage on
Kansas farm wives and children followed the same pattern as in
the other s\irveys.
Age of husband, education of husband and size of family were
related to insviranoe coverage among Kansas fainn families and fami-
lies in other rural surveys. In general, insurance coverage of
families was inversely related to the age of husband, directly re-
lated to the education of the husband and directly related to
size of family to size five, then diminished. The same relation-
ships were observed between the insurance coverage of husbands
and their age and education. Families with children tended to
concentrate less insurance on the husband.
Families with higher incomeo were more frequently insured
and, in general, for greater amoxmts than families in lower in-
come groups among Kansas farm families, Sinclair reported that
income was related to the life insurance purchases of Vermont
8«
farmers. Little relationship was observed between insurance
coverage and income among the Ohio families,
Kansas farm operators who rented part or all of the acres
operated were more frequently insured than those who owned all of
the acres operated. Little relationship was observed between
tenure status and life insurance coverage among the Texas fami-
lies.
Direct relationships were observed between the frequency and
arnoimt of insurance among the Kansas farm families and net worth.
Neither the Wisconsin or Texas surveys reported consistent rela-
tionships between frequency of coverage on the husband and net
worth, but the amount of coverage was directly related to net
worth in the Texas survey.
No analyses were made between insurance coverage and social
standing or size of farm in the Kansas survey. Other surveys did
not report analyses of Insurance coverage and indebtedness or de-
gree of planning.
The relative significance of the socio-economic factors and
life Insurance coverage varied among the surveys. Education was
reported to be the most significant single variable among the
Ohio farmers, but education did not appear to have significant
effect on the life insurance purchases of Vermont farmers. Edu-
cation was related to Insurance coverage of the Kansas farm
families.
Age of husband appeared to be the most significant single
variable related to life insurance coverage of the Kansas farm
I
I
families, and age was a significant variable in the insurance
coverage of the families in Vermont and Ohio,
Family size was a significant variable in Ohio, but not in
Vermont. Income was significant in both surveys. Both of these
characteristics were significantly related to the frequency of
insurance among the Kansas farm families,
SUMMARY
A majority (715^) of the 527 Kansas farm-operator families
interviewed in 1955 insured one or more of its family members.
They reported 1,095 life insurance policies with an aggregate
face value of #2,883,000.
Over two thirds of the husbands and one third of the wive»
were insured. One fourth of the families had insurance on chil-
dren. Among insured families the husband was almost always in-
sured, and the wife and children, if present, were insured by
one half of the families.
The families concentrated their life insurance on the hus-
band. He was not only the family member most frequently insured,
but his Insurance was of a higher face value. Over one half of
the insurance policies and three fourths of the total face value
of the insurance were on lives of husbands. In general, the per-
cent of concentration of the family's insurance on the husband
did not appear to be related to the socio-economic characteristics
of the family.
Families with dependent children were more frequently in-
sured than families without children. However, the presence of
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dependent children among insured families did not influence ap-
preciably the family's decision to insure either husband or wife.
Relationships were indicated between the frequency and
amount of insurance and socio-economic characteristics of the
families. Highly significant relationships were found between
frequency of insurance and age of husband, size of family, total
income and tenure. A significant relationship was indicated
between frequency of Insurance and education of husband. Of
less significance were net worth, farm income and degree of
planning done. Family indebtedness was not significantly re-
lated to frequency of insurance.
Frequency of Insurance was Inversely related to the age of
husband, and in general, directly related to the education of the
husband, family income and net worth, degree of planning and size
of family to size five. Families who rented all of the acres
they operated were more frequently insured than families who
owned all acres operated.
In other words, the more frequently insured were families
with younger husbands, with husbands who had a high school edu-
cation, with dependent children, with higher incomes and higher
net worth, who rented some or all of the acres they operated,
and who had indicated definite plans made in the event of the
death of the husband or wife.
Interrelationships were observed between the socio-economic
characteristics of the family. Income, tenure, and degree of
planning varied with age and education of husband and the
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family's net worth. Ago, education and net worth were related.
Tests of significance between frequency of insurance and paired
socio-economic variables indicated that the percent of families
insured was related to the age and education of the husband, but
was not significantly related to net worth. Age appeared to be
more significantly related to insurance ownership than education.
Pamilies with husbands binder 50 years who had at least a
high school education and a net worth over #35,000 were the most
frequently Insured group. By contrast, families with husbands
50 years or older who had less than a high school education were
the least frequently insured group. In general, the amount of
Insurance coverage varied directly with the percent of families
insured.
The results of this study are In general agreement with
those reported from other surveys of rural families.
i
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1
Life insurance is a means of protecting a family against
financial losses resulting from death of the breadwinner.
This study is concerned with the life insurance coverage of
527 families representing the Kansas farm-operator families in
1955, The specific objectives were: (l) to determine the fre-
quency and amotmt of life insurance coverage among Kansas farm-
operator families and family members by type of family, and (2)
to observe relationships between insurance variables and the se-
lected socio-economic factors: age and education of husband,
size of family, family net worth, income, indebtedness, tenure
and the degree of planning indicated for financial support in
the event of disability or death of husband or wife.
Previous studies of life insurance ownership have indicated
that a majority of families in the United States have life instir-
ance. Urban families were more frequently, but not more highly
insured than rural families. Husbands were more frequently and
more highly insured than the other family members. Life insur-
ance ownership was related to socio-economic variables, but the
relative significance varied with the areas surveyed.
The data analyzed in this thesis were part of the data col-
lected under the Kansas Agricultural Experiment Station Organized
Research Project No, 427, "Economic Status and Plans for Future
Security of Rural Families," a contributing project to North
Central Regional Research Project NC-32, "Financial Security of
Rural Families."
Family life insurance coverage was analyzed in relation to
the following family characteristics: child dependency, age of
I
husband, amount of formal education of husband, size of family;
amount and source of the family's Income, Its net worth. Indebted-
ness and tenure; and, the degree of planning Indicated,
Seventy-one percent of the 527 families had life Insurance
on one or more of Its family members. Over two thirds of the
husbands and one third of the wives were insured. One fourth of
the families had insurance on children. The husband was the most
highly insured family member and the families concentrated their
Instirance coverage on him.
Age of husband was the most significant factor related to
frequency of life insurance* Highly significant relationships
were also found between frequency of insurance and size of family,
total income and tenure, A significant relationship was indi-
cated between frequency of Insurance and education of the husband.
Of less significance were net worth and farm income. No signifi-
cant relationship existed between indebtedness and frequency of
insurance.
Frequency of Insurance was Inversely related to age of hus-
band, and directly related to education of husbaind, net worth,
size of family and degree of planning. Families who rented all
acres operated were more frequently insured than those who owned
all acres operated. Family groups more frequently insured tended
to have higher average insurance coverage.
The results of this study are in general agreement with
those reported from other surveys of rural families.
